Mammalian T-lymphocyte antigen receptor genes: genetic and nongenetic potential to generate variability.
T lymphocytes of higher vertebrates are able to specifically recognize a seemingly unlimited number of foreign antigens via their receptors, the T cell antigen receptors (TCRs). T lymphocytes mature by passing through the thymus and acquire antigen specificity by expressing the TCR molecules on their cell surface. Genetic and somatic diversification mechanisms give rise to the enormous degree of TCR variability observed in mature T cells: germline and combinatorial diversity as well as junctional and the so-called N-region diversity. In contrast to the situation in immunoglobulin genes somatic hypermutation does not seem to play a significant role in TCR diversification. It is argued here that the enzyme terminal nucleotidyl-transferase is potentially a major factor in generating the immense diversity. We propose furthermore that this enzyme ensures the flexibility of T cell responses to novel antigens by random insertion of so-called N-region nucleotides. Apart from the physiological functions of TCR genes any involvement in the etiology of T cell neoplasia remains to be proven.